
Life of Christ – Fulton Sheen 
Chapters 9-21 
 

1. The Apostles truly were an eclectic group with varying pasts, baggage, strengths and initial 
virtues. What can their selection tell us about our role within the Church? About different 
charisms that we may each be able to bring for the Lord’s service? 
 

2. Venerable Sheen states that the “world will crucify anyone who tries to live up to (the Sermon on 
the Mounts’) values. Because Christ preached them, He had to die. Calvary was the place He paid 
for the Sermon on the Mount. Only mediocrity survives. Those who call black black and white 
white, are sentenced for intolerance. Only the grays live” (chp. 11). Is it really that stark? Do we 
live as if it is? 
 

3. St. Paul’s method for conversion as laid out in the Letter to the Romans began with an appeal to 
universal sin as a violation of natural law. If our world “ridicules the idea of sin as morbidity,” 
(chp. 11) as Sheen suggests, can a similar argument be fruitfully made today or are we required to 
use another method/narrative to convey the truth of Jesus? 
 

4. Sheen argues that Jesus isn’t a mere social reformer; that we can’t have the beatitudes without the 
Cross. Is the inverse true? That we can’t have the Cross without the beatitudes? How so or why 
not? 
 

5. Do we ever respond like the crowds coming to John the Baptist or Jesus? Coming to “see” (to 
witness the spectacle of God’s power) without hearing (internalizing, changing) God? 
 

6. In your life do you ever look for a bread king, intentionally or unintentionally, rather than a 
Savior? Does the attitude ever creep into your outlook about spiritual consolation or your 
expectations of everyday Christian living? 
 

7. “There are degrees in the love of God, one common and the other heroic” (chp. 16). In what 
ways, if any, do you dispose yourself to be receptive of God’s call for you? Is everyone in the 
room called to the “common”? To heroic? To both? 
 

8. “The closer a person approaches God, the less worthy he feels. A painting under candlelight 
shows fewer defects than under the brilliance of the sun” (chp. 17). Does this tell you anything 
about the Sacramental or spiritual life? 
 

9. “Cross-bearing, He then explained, was based on exchange. Exchange implies something that one 
can get along without, and something one cannot get along without… Sacrifice does not mean 
‘giving up’ something, as if there were a loss; rather it is an exchange: an exchange of lower 
values for higher joys” (chp. 19). Do we always carry such a level-headed, joyful demeanor into 
our sacrifices? Or are we sour-faced Christians? 


